Figure S1 -Details of the similarity assessment between binding graphs
A) Examples of two binding graphs, g i and g j . The graph g i is composed of two amino acid residues (the green circles) and three ligand atoms (the cyan circles) with four interactions (the green lines, labeled e i,1 , e i,2 , e i,3 , and e i,4 ). B) The similarities for all pairs of edges were assessed. As an example, the comparison of the edges e i,2 and e j,1 is shown. If we assume that there are only three kinds of interaction patterns (P=3), the vectors c i,2 and c j,1 are 3-dimensional integer vectors with elements that denote the number of each interaction pattern on the edges. These vectors can be transformed into w i,2 and w j,1 by applying weighting factors. On the basis of these vectors, the similarity between e i,2 and e j,1 can be calculated as the sum of the smaller values of each dimension in these two vectors. C) The similarities for all pairs of edges can be summarized as a matrix. D) The line graphs of g i and g j are constructed, as shown in the top (green) and left (yellow) graphs. The nodes of the line graphs correspond to the edges in the original binding graphs, g i and g j . When two edges share a node in a binding graph, an edge is drawn between the corresponding nodes in the line graph. The modular product graph is shown as the grey nodes. A node corresponds to a pair of the line graph nodes, which means a pair of edges in the binding graph. The colors of the nodes in the modular product graph represent the similarities between the corresponding edges, as in the matrix in C). For a pair of nodes in the modular product graph, the edge between them was defined by the corresponding pairs of nodes in the two line graphs. When both the corresponding pairs consistently have (or do not have) their edges, the pair in the modular product graph should have the edge. E) The first iteration in our heuristic alignment method, with N e =3, is shown. The top three highest similarity nodes are chosen according to the matrix in C). The maximum clique with the highest similarity was detected (shown as nodes connected with the bold edge). F) In the second iteration, the next top-three nodes are added. The maximum clique was detected again. G) In the third iteration, although the remaining nodes were added, the maximum clique did not change. The alignment of the three pairs of edges in g i and g j was obtained as a result of this process. 
Figure S7 -Test with the artificial dataset
The graph alignment method was tested by using the artificial dataset. An artificial binding graph is generated from a binding graph in the SCOP dataset, by randomly picking a certain amount of connected edges from the original graph. The size of the random subgraph is in the range from 40% to 90% of the original graph. Then, we applied the alignment method to compare between a random subgraph and its original graph. The success rate of an alignment task is measured as ratio of correctly aligned edges. Table S1 -The ligand exclusion list   ALF  CPL  HGX SF4  EOH  ACA F23  BOM EGL  PAM MA4 TAU  LIO  TAR  SAL  ZPE  MYS MYR OHA PIG  N8E  SPK  PM  IOH  HO2  IOD  SPD  XP4  URE  MRY  XPM CYN O2U  XPE  GPX  MRD 1WV PG5  BNG 6JZ  IPA  9HO  PL3  LAK  IPH  SYL  DTT  DR6  13S  CXE  G2A  LAT  PYR  IHD  CMO DMF STE  1EX  GBL  CRY  ICI  LMU MES  OPC  DMS DMU 7PE  DMX 78M  FLC  BEQ  PCF  NO3  EPE  LDA  SCN  ELD  6OB  13R  LSM  YT3  8PE  M2M B8M  P15  GOG DDQ ERU  BU1  PEG  GCD PX4  OLA  BU2  BU3  MN3 B3P  PGE  MHA 4R8  DLP  CE1  PC1  TRS  7E8  TRT  F15  HTG  MPG MPD PIN  ODD HTO  MPO TBU  1QW CBM MOH BTC  BTB  CBX  BE7  BCN  UMQ DXG GLO  P4G  PEU  IDT  SUL  P4C  ACN DOX μ and σ indicate the average and standard deviation of the similarity values. BS stands for "binding site".
